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ABSTRACT

Computer-based learn-by-doing environments have been used to provide students supportive and authentic settings for challenge-based learning. This chapter describes the design tradeoffs involved in interactive learning environment design, deployment, and authoring. It presents a combination of design choices in INDIE, a software tool for authoring and delivering learn-by-doing environments. INDIE’s design balances the tradeoffs and leverages Web technologies to improve the accessibility and deployability of learning environments as well as feedback generation and authorability. It explores a vision of learning environments that are more accessible and usable to students, more supportive and customizable to instructors, and more authorable to software developers.

INTRODUCTION

The constructivist theory of learning has shown that learning is a process where the learner actively constructs understanding rather than passively receiving knowledge (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; Bransford, Goldman, & Vye, 1991; Brown, 1988; Chi, Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994). This learning theory has become one of the dominant theories in education. It provides us a strong theoretical base about the nature of learning and calls for changes to the traditional didactic-based methodology of instruction. Meanwhile, greater demands are being placed on education systems at all levels to teach students the ability to apply knowledge and skills learned in classrooms to solve real-world problems. In response to these emerging needs, challenge-based learning has become a popular...
new paradigm of teaching. It centers learning on investigation and development of solutions to complex and ill-structured authentic problems (e.g., Boud, 1985; Bridges, 1992). Students acquire content knowledge and problem-solving skills through self-directed learning. Instructors work as facilitators providing resources and coaching to students. While challenge-based learning offers an effective approach to improve teaching and learning, a number of difficulties occur in implementing it in schools (Hoffman & Ritchie, 1997). For example, activities in solving realistic problems can be expensive, time-consuming, and even dangerous. Students need extra support to have successful learning experiences in complex real-life contexts.

Scenario-based learn-by-doing environments have been built to support challenge-based learning. They put students in fictional scenarios and provide tools such as simulations and data portfolios for solving challenges embedded in the scenarios. For example, Alien Rescue (Liu, Williams, & Pedersen, 2002) is a learning environment where students need to find a new home in the solar system for aliens to survive. BioWorld (Lajoie, Lavigne, Guerrera, & Munsie, 2001) is a learning environment where students need to diagnose patients in a simulated hospital setting. The goal-based scenario (GBS) (Schank & Neaman, 2001; Schank, Fano, Bell, & Jona, 1993) is a framework for scenario-based learn-by-doing environments. It engages students in a real-life role to solve some realistic problem in a simulated world. Students can carry out activities that are not feasible in classrooms and receive just-in-time individualized feedback. For example, Sickle Cell Counselor (Bell, Bareiss, & Beckwith, 1994) is a GBS where students work as reproductive counselors advising couples on the level of risk their children would have for sickle cell disease.

Recent advances in technology such as the Web and inexpensive and powerful computers have been particularly promising in making computer-based learning environments more accessible and deployable. This chapter describes INDIE, a software tool for authoring and delivering learn-by-doing environments. While INDIE is based on the GBS framework, it leverages the Web technology to improve its deployability, authorability, and usability. We begin with an overview of INDIE and description of Corrosion Investigator, a learning environment delivered by INDIE. We then focus on the design choices in INDIE to illustrate how to balance the design tradeoffs in deployment, authoring, and learning support.

INDIE

INDIE is a software tool for authoring and delivering Web-based learning environments where students can run simulated experiments, collect data, generate hypotheses, and construct arguments. INDIE includes an authoring tool and a content-independent runtime engine. The authoring tool provides a form-based Web interface (Figure 1) for constructing the content in an INDIE learning environment. The runtime engine reads in the content and delivers a Web-based learning environment.

Learning environments delivered by INDIE consist of a common set of Web interfaces: a challenge screen showing a statement describing the challenge scenario, a reference screen where students can browse materials describing the scenario and domain content, an experiment screen where students can order tests and collect results, a feedback screen where students can read and respond to comments from the instructor on their work, and a report screen where students can construct arguments for or against possible hypotheses. INDIE learning environments automatically generate lab test results based on requests from students and provide support for students to construct arguments.
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